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Ternary ridge of ejected electrons from fast ion-atom collisions
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We present a theoretical analysis of the spectrum of swift electrons resulting from collisions of 5.9 MeV/u
U291 with Xe atoms. Our calculations include, within an independent model, all sources of electrons~i.e.,
target L-O shells and projectile O-P shells!. We show that there exists clear evidence for a ternary ridge of
swift electrons originating from head-on collisions between target electrons and the impinging projectile
followed by elastic scattering at the target core. These findings provide a theoretical confirmation of an
experimental observation of a ternary ridge in isolated ion-atom collisions.@S1050-2947~98!03009-1#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of swift~‘‘hot’’ ! electrons in ion-atom
and ion-solid collisions has drawn the attention of numer
researchers during the last decade. Much of this work
been devoted to finding signatures of the so-called ‘‘Fe
shuttle’’ mechanism@1# according to which an electron ca
be accelerated by successive head-on collisions with a m
ing heavy ion~the projectile! and a heavy core nearly at re
~the target!. If the velocity of the former is denoted byvp ,
every head-on collision between the electron and the pro
tile leads to an increase of 2vp in the momentum of the
electron~atomic units are used throughout except where
plicitly noted!. Successive collisions could therefore yie
hot electrons whose outgoing velocities are multiples of 2vp
@2#. Despite its apparent simplicity, however, distinct sign
tures of ionizing, multiple-scattering events from single io
atom collisions have been very difficult to observe~e.g.@3#!,
the first clear result only recently being obtained@4#.

Also of relevance to this search was work in the ea
1990’s on cluster-impact fusion~e.g.,@5#!, which considered
the Fermi-shuttle mechanism to be a key ingredient to
proposed scheme. However, quantitative estimates of the
ficiency of such a process showed that it was not feas
~e.g., @6#!. The inefficiency of the Fermi-shuttle mechanis
is related to the fact that for multiple collisions to occu
nearly zero impact parameter collisions are required wh
contribution to the total cross section is negligible@i.e., since
s5*bdbP(b)]. Collisions involving bare projectiles wer
shown to be particularly inefficient for producing many h
electrons. Subsequently, various works have shown that
production of hot electrons is considerably enhanced
screened projectiles. For collisions near surfaces or in so
a large amount of screening could be provided by the ne
free electron gas in the solid. Such a model has been rece
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proposed@7# to explain experimental observations of an u
usually large number of hot electrons resulting from io
surface collisions@8#, which was subsequently attributed
negative ions@9#. In turn, considerable screening in bina
atomic collisions can be accomplished using clothed~i.e.,
partially stripped! ions and targets with many occupied ele
tronic orbitals, which leads to a pronounced enhancemen
the yields of hot electrons@10–12#.

Exploiting this concept and seeking signatures of multi
scattering, an experiment has been recently designed u
fast, clothed uranium ions colliding with various gaseous t
gets @4#. Due to the large amount of screening~i.e., small
value of q/Z, the ratio of the ionic charge to the nucle
charge! of the projectile, this experiment has been able
prove the existence of a ‘‘ternary’’ ridge of hot ejected ele
trons that is associated with a double scattering mechan
Ternary ridges had been previously observed in ion-so
@13,14# and ion-surface@15# collisions. In these cases, how
ever, the production of ternary electrons is greatly enhan
because the hot electrons can be rescattered by a large
ber of target cores in the solid. Therefore, the observation
a ternary ridge from isolated ion-atom collisions was qu
surprising. Despite the sufficiently low pressure of the g
target, it has been speculated that the observed elect
might not arise from a single ion-atom collision but inste
from scattering of binary electrons by other target atoms
the gas, much like in ion-solid collisions. The present br
work has been motivated by this potential controversy a
we have performed a series of calculations that indeed c
firm the experimental findings.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 displays the experimental momentum distrib
tion of ejected electrons from 5.9 MeV/u U291-Xe collisions
2611 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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2612 PRA 58BRIEF REPORTS
which clearly exhibits various scattering structures, a d
gram of which is shown in Fig. 2 identifying the ringlik
structures observed. First, a close collision between a ta
electron and a fast projectile usually leads to a circular rid
of electrons centered atpW 5(vp,0) (vp515.3 a.u.! with a
radius equal tovp . Observations of this so-called ‘‘binary’
ridge have existed in the literature for decades. The sa
structure has been observed numerous times for ionizatio
the projectile and is usually referred to as the ‘‘loss’’
‘‘electron loss’’ ridge. In this case, the ridge is centered
pW 5(0,0).

For considerably screened ions~i.e., ions with smallq/Z),
the binary ridge exhibits a dramatic enhancement in inten
at zero emission angle orpW .(2vp,0) ~see Fig. 1!. These
electrons originate in head-on~nearly zero impact paramete!
collisions with the projectile. Within the present context, t
most important consequence of the enhancement du
screening is that it provides an intense and well defin
source of electrons for re-scattering by the target core.
deed, if these electrons are subsequently scattered by
target field, they end up in a circular ridge centered apW
5(0,0) with a radius of 2vp530.6 a.u. Such a ‘‘ternary’’
ridge is evident in Fig. 1 and constitutes a clear signature
double scattering. In the following, we present a theoret
analysis of this experimental spectrum.

Our analysis employs a well established approach in i

FIG. 1. Experimental momentum distribution of ejected ele
trons in collisions of 5.9 MeV/u U291 ions with Xe. The size of
points in the figure is proportional to ln(d2s/dpdV), wherep is the
electron momentum andV is the emission solid angle in the labo

ratory frame. The abscissa indicates the value ofpW parallel to the
projectile velocity vector, and the ordinate indicates the compon

perpendicular tovp
W . Due to the limited scanning voltage of th

analyzer the spectrum is cut at velocities larger than 33 a.u. Du
efficiency problems the intensity at very small momenta is som
what suppressed and set to zero for small momenta. The spectr
cut for momentap,33 a.u. due to the limited scanning voltage
the analyzer.
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atom collisions: the classical trajectory Monte Car
~CTMC! method@16–18#. A calculation of the ejected elec
tron spectrum in fast collisions of U291 with Xe atoms is
quite complex because of the large number of electrons
become involved. Inner shells cannot be ignored becaus
the large average momenta of electrons in these orbi
which plays a very important role in the emission of h
electrons. In addition, any realistic calculation must incorp
rate the distance-dependent screening of the projectile
target cores and should account for two-center effects~the
simultaneous interaction of the electrons with the target
the projectile!. Here we consider all of the electrons in th
n52,3,4,5 shells of Xe and then54,5,6 shells of U291

within an independent-electron approximation~electrons in-
teract with each other only through static screening pot
tials!. Each electron is initially bound to the target or th
projectile core by an energy equal to the Hartree-Fock orb
energy and interacts with both heavy centers through mo
potentials, which yield the correct Hartree-Fock orbital en
gies of the ions@19#.

Hot electrons are usually the result of a large moment
transfer delivered to the electrons and are well described
classical dynamics@20#. Screened ionic cores, however, ma
lead to departures from classical dynamics when the de B
glie wavelength of the electron becomes comparable to
screening length of the cores. This leads to diffraction os
lations, which are well documented in the literature@21–25#.
Fortunately, as shown in Fig. 3, a collision energy of 5
MeV/u (vp515.3 a.u.! is large enough that the classical an
quantum differential cross sections for elastic scattering
electrons by the ionic cores considered here are in reason
agreement. In particular, for the target ion, Xe1, the classical
and quantal results nearly coincide. The most severe
agreement is found at backward angles for scattering
U291, which corresponds to forward angles in the laborato
frame~projectile,u, and laboratory,uL , scattering angles are

-
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-
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of possible ridges in the ejec
electron momentum distribution originating from binary, terna
and loss events for a collision energy of 5.9 MeV/u~a collision
velocity vp515.3 a.u.!.
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related by cosu5122 cos2uL). The classical cross section
u;180° exhibits the usual rainbow and glory divergenc
whose quantum analog is an enhancement of the backw
cross section. This enhancement is a direct consequenc
screening and is responsible for the very intense ‘‘source’
forward binary electrons in Fig. 1. Note, however, that t
half angular width of the forward ‘‘source’’ ofpW 5
;(2vp,0) electrons is about;10°, which translates to a ha
angular width of;20° in the projectile frame. The averag
of the classical and quantum cross sections over a solid a
in this range agree with each other within a factor of 1
Therefore, a classical calculation at this high collision ene
is expected to yield reasonable results.

Figure 4 displays the calculated momentum distribut
of ejected electrons corresponding to the experimental
in Fig. 1. The calculations exhibit clear signatures of t
binary and ternary ridges, much like in the experimen
data. However, the calculated ternary ridge is less p
nounced than the experimental one. At an emission angl
45° the experimental intensity of ejected electrons is clea
separated into the binary and ternary peaks. In turn, the
culated intensity exhibits a shoulder in the region of t
ternary ridge~i.e., the intensity is nearly flat up top;2vp ,
around where it drops dramatically!. Inner shells of Xe con-

FIG. 3. Classical~dashed line! and quantum~solid line! differ-
ential cross sections for elastic scattering of an electron with a
locity of 15.3 a.u.~30.6 a.u.! by a U291 (Xe1) ion, representing the
initial encounter of the electron with the projectile, and, once sc
tered into the forward direction at 2vp , with the target core. Both
calculations are ’’exact’’ within the framework of potential scatte
ing and we use the static model interactions of Ref.@19#. The quan-
tum results have been obtained using a standard partial wave
pansion and numerically solving the corresponding rad
Schrödinger equation.
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FIG. 4. Calculated scatter plot of the momentum distribution
ejected electrons, ln(d2s/dpdV), corresponding to the experimenta
spectrum in Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. Typical trajectories leading to hot electrons in the neig
borhood of the ternary ridge. The solid line represents the elect
the solid circle is the target core and the dashed line correspon
the projectile which moves towards infinity on the positivez axis.
The final velocity of the electron is similar to 2vp .
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tribute significantly to the ternary ridge and their bro
Compton profiles are actually responsible for its lack
sharpness~a sharper ridge is obtained if only the valen
shell of Xe is considered in the calculations!. Remarkably,
ionization~stripping! of U291 also plays a role in the ejecte
electron spectrum and gives rise to a diffuse but visible l
ridge.

In order to verify the actual origin of electrons in th
region of the ternary ridge, we have followed the evoluti
of several relevant electron trajectories. Figure 5 displ
two typical trajectories in they-z plane, where the projectile
moves towards the positivez axis. The electron, initially in
an orbit about the target core, is attracted towards the
pinging projectile, scatters violently with such a deflecti
angle that it is directed towards the target core, wher
suffers another collision. We find that, indeed, the major
of upuW;2vp electrons emitted at large angles originate in
nearly head-on collision with the projectile followed by sca
tering by the recoil target ion. Evidently, for this to occu
e
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the z coordinate of the electron must be less than that of
target core (z50) at the moment that the electron collide
with the projectile.

Summarizing, we have performed a complete and reali
calculation of the ejected electron spectrum from f
U291-Xe collisions. The results of our simulation confirm th
recent experimental observation of a ternary ridge in isola
ion-atom collisions.
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